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Chatter in the typical archery
shop normally centers on the
latest in equipment, who

shot the highest score or the hottest
hunting spot. Try to switch the con-
versation to treestand safety and you
may find everyone heading for the
nearest door mumbling something
about the fact that they just remem-
bered they wanted to get their wis-
dom teeth pulled today.

Normally treestand sales are cut
and dry. Based on my personal expe-
rience in the archery retail
business I found that while
most customers sought advice
on the majority of their archery
purchases when it came to
treestands they normally based
their decisions on the recom-
mendations of their buddies or
simply price. As a shop owner I
found it necessary to open up
the discussion as to the type of
treestands available, what their
intended use was and the fea-
tures and proper operation of
the stands I recommended and
sold. By using that approach I
was able to influence the cus-
tomers purchase while educat-
ing them and at the same time
demonstrating the expertise I
offered plus building customer
loyalty through communica-
tions.

Because treestands do not
require any fitting or adjust-
ment, like bows, consumers
often buy them from discount
houses and catalogs using
price as their main criteria
often without regard for quality
or safety. It is not uncommon
for treestands to be purchased
at flea markets, garage sales or
from ads placed in the bargain
counter of the local newspaper.

Pro shops can attract much of that
business by taking a proactive
approach and using their expertise
to educate the customer on the
importance of their treestand pur-
chase and its safe use.

By pointing out to the customer
that your shop sells only treestands
that are certified to meet standards
set by the Treestand Manufacturer’s
Association, (TMA), you will show
them that you care about their safety
by selling treestands whose design

and construction have been tested
by an independent testing laborato-
ry. Learning more about your cus-
tomer’s desired use for the stand
they intend to purchase will also
help you make the best product rec-
ommendation. 

Archery pro shops attract cus-
tomers because of their expertise.
While that expertise is easily associ-
ated with all forms of archery equip-

ment when it comes to tree-
stand safety some dealers find
it unnecessary or uncomfort-
able to follow through. While it
can be stated that a discussion
of the dangers involved with
treestands is a negative that
should be avoided that argu-
ment is not valid. The trick is to
take what is perceived as a neg-
ative and turn it into a positive
by educating the customer,
reducing your exposure to a
potential liability risk and
increasing the opportunity for
add-on sales.

Point out to your customer
that every treestand,(complete
with full body harness), or indi-
vidual body harness that you
sell meets TMA standards,
comes with complete instruc-
tions and warnings for safe and
proper use, as well as a Safe
Treestand Hunting Strategies
DVD. However you cannot
assume that just because all of
the safety related data is sup-
plied the customer will heed it
or even read it. Research con-
ducted by the TMA in conjunc-
tion with the Consumer
Product Safety Commission,
(CPSC), revels that in 80 per-
cent of treestand related inci-

The author is seen here attaching the tether of his
FallGuy safety vest to the retractable webbing before he
begins his assent. The retractor has been previously
installed above his treestand height and will automatical-
ly retract the webbing as he climbs but will instantly lock
in the event of a slip or fall.
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dents that resulted in injury users
were not wearing a full body harness
or any fall restraint even though one
had been supplied. As the old saying
goes you can’t fix “stupid” but in this
case it pays to go the extra mile. 

It is important to stress to every
customer purchasing a treestand
that they must read the enclosed
safety material and manufacturer’s
instructions concerning the use of
the treestand and the full body har-
ness and if they have any questions
they are to contact the manufacturer
directly before using the treestand.
Another helpful tip before using any
treestand or harness in the field is to
recommend practicing with them at
ground level until the user is familiar
and comfortable with their opera-
tion. As an added precaution supply
them a copy of TMA’s Treestand
Safety Guidelines, a comprehensive
list of treestand safety tips, which are
available on TMA’s website
www.tmastands.com. 

These extra steps serve three
very important purposes. First, it

demonstrates your concern for your
customers’ personal safety and
could very well save them from an
incident or injury by raising their
safety awareness. Second, if an inci-
dent does occur and a claim is filed it
greatly reduces your liability risk. In
today’s world it is not uncommon to
drag a variety of parties into any
legal action just to see where the
chips fall. In the case of a treestand
incident that could mean the manu-
facturer, the wholesaler and the
retailer. Even if you carry liability
insurance, and everyone should, by
being able to demonstrate that you
took every action possible to ensure
your customers well-being you will
greatly reduce or possibly eliminate
any liability on your part. Third, you
open up the door for potential add-
on sales of safety related gear now or
in the future.

ADD-ON SAFETY SALES
Extra Linesman’s Belt: Most full

body harnesses are designed to
accept a linesman belt which is used

as the hunter ascends or descends
the tree or when installing a hang-on
stand. The problem with a linesman
belt occurs when the wearer
encounters a limb. The linesman
belt must be disconnected and
placed above or below the limb,
depending upon the direction of
travel, and reattached leaving the
user temporally unprotected.
However if a second linesman belt is
purchased it can be attached above
or below the limb, again depending
upon direction of travel, before the
first belt is removed keeping the user
protected at all times.

Full Body Vest: One inconve-
nient feature of full body harnesses
is the fact that they tend to turn into
a tangled web often making them
cumbersome to put on. However
there are several manufacturers that
have solved this problem by creating
a vest with a full body harness built-
in making slipping into the harness
as simply as slipping on the vest.
Vests make a great add-on sale for
hunters as they are quick and easy to
use even in the dark.

Climbing Systems: Taking tree-
stand safety to the next level are the
climbing systems offered by several
manufacturers. Basically these sys-
tems consist of a safety rope and

This Hunter Safety System model is
shown in Realtree HD Green reversible to
Hunter Orange. It’s popular with the two
season hunter or the bowhunter that
hunts where gun and bow seasons over-
lap. A D-ring on the back of the vest origi-
nally designed to serve as a deer drag
now does double duty as part of the
Suspension Relief System designed to
relieve suspension distress after a fall.

Summit’s Suspension Relief System is
designed to relieve Suspension Trauma
which can occur if a hunter remains sus-
pended for a period of time. The
Suspension Relief System attaches to the
linesman’s loops on the harness and by
adjusting the system several inches short-
er than the wearers legs it allows the
wearer to stand up while suspended per-
mitting blood flow in the legs.

Eastman’s #43096 is a universal harness
vest and is designed to be used with most
TMA certified full body harnesses. This
add-on sales item allows the hunter who
already owns a full body harness to covert
it to a vest style harness for a minimum
additional cost.
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sliding prussic knot. For those unfa-
miliar with the prussic knot it is a
knot that can be easily slid along the
safety rope when the pressure is in
line with the rope but as soon as any
force is applied at an angle to the
rope the knot immediately locks in
place. Once attached to the tree the
system allows the hunter to connect
the tether to the prussic knot while
on the ground. He can then ascend
to his stand complete his hunt and
return to the ground remaining
attached to the safety rope at all
times. In the event of a slip or fall the
prussic knot would lock up protect-
ing the hunter.    

Tree Descent Systems: These
systems are designed to help a
hunter lower himself to the ground
from a tree after a fall in the event he
is unable to climb back into his
stand or reach his steps or ladder.

Suspension Relief Systems:
Although a full body harness is
designed to prevent the user from
being injured in a fall, remaining
suspended for a period of time is
dangerous. In as little as 15 minutes,
blood pooling can occur which can
lead to unconsciousness, blood clot-
ting and eventually death unless the
pressure from the harness leg straps
can be reduced. Suspension Relief
Systems are designed to relieve that
pressure on the legs allowing the
hunter to remain suspended for a
period of time until emergency
assistance arrives. 

MANUFACTURERS 
OF SAFETY EQUIPMENT

SUMMIT: Summit Treestands
offers a complete line of safety relat-
ed equipment including several full
body harnesses which are offered in
a variety of easy-to-put-on configu-
rations. Summits Seat-O-The Pants
system is a full body harness that
comes with an attached storage
pouch for easy transportation.
Summit’s FastBack harness features
a mesh back that does everything a
full vest model does without the has-
sle. The FastBack Deluxe has a
shaped molded liner that keeps its

shape and makes it extremely easy to
pick up the harness, put it on and go.
The FastBack Deluxe also incorpo-
rates a clever clip system that allows
the wearer to add one of the many
optional cases or pouches keeping
important gear close at hand.
Summit’s Supreme is a full vest
designed for the hunter that just
doesn’t like the thought of any straps
to deal with on a full body harness.
The full vest configuration makes
putting the harness on quick and
easy and as simple as it gets.

All of Summit’s harness systems
feature quick and positive hook ups
and are adjustable to fit over every
clothing combination that is neces-
sary from early season light gear to
the bulkier clothing required in cold
weather. All of Summit’s tethers are
designed with a built-in breakaway
system to cushion the fall and all
harnesses accept lineman’s attach-
ments.

Summit’s harness systems come
in small, medium and large to
ensure the perfect fit. In addition a
Cub version fits waist sizes 18 to 24
inches. The Cub has all of the fea-

tures of the standard FastBack
except in a smaller package for the
younger hunter. 

Summit’s Climbing Safety Rope
is a 30 foot rope with sliding prussic
knot. Once installed above the tree-
stand it allows the hunter to be safe-
ly attached to the tree from the
moment he leaves the ground until
he returns. The Climbing Safety
Rope can be purchased as a single
unit or in a three pack. Hunters with
multiple stand locations will want to
have a Climbing Safety Rope
installed on each stand.

According to Keith Jones,
Product Development Manager for
Summit the first question most
hunters ask is, “If I fall, what do I do
next?”  To answer that question
Summit offers both a Tree Descender
and a Suspension Relief System. The
Tree Descender is a system that
helps the hunter get safely to the
ground by either getting back on the
treestand or to his steps or ladders in
the event of a fall. Also available is a
Suspension Relief System designed
to be used to relieve suspension
trauma in the event of a fall if the
hunter for any reason cannot get
back on the treestand or lower him-
self to the ground. Both of these

The hunter shown here is using a
TreeStand Life Line from Hunter Safety
System. The line features a sliding prussic
knot which slides easily along the rope
until side pressure is applied such as in the
event of a slip or fall at which time it locks
up tight. Systems such as the Life Line help
protect the hunter from the moment he
steps from the ground until he is safely
down again.

Summit’s Seat-O-The-Pants FastBack Cub
Safety harness is designed to fit waist
sizes from 18 to 24 inches. The Cub
includes a Climbing System for added
safety and has all of the standard safety
features of the full size FastBack except in
a smaller package.
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items must be carried on the hunter
and be readily accessible anytime
the hunter is off of the ground. For
complete information on Summit
products call (256) 353-0634 or visit
www.summitstands.com. 

INTEGRATED SAFETY  (FallGuy):
“As the traffic death rates increased
across the U.S., the individual states
looked at the statistics showing seat
belt use as the best way to prevent
fatalities in auto accidents,” said
Bruce Ryan, President of Ryan
Outdoors, a public relations and
marketing firm. “Most states took it
upon themselves to make the use of
seat belts mandatory. The hunting
industry faces a similar dilemma. We
have been able to greatly reduce
hunting related injuries by firearms
through the implementation of
mandatory Hunter Safety courses.
However we have seen an increase in
treestand related incidents mostly
from falls.”

Because 75 to 80 percent of all
treestand related incidents occur
while the hunter is climbing to or
from their treestand, Integrated
Safety sought to design a system that
would protect the wearer from the
moment they left the ground until

they were safely back
down again with the
least amount of hassle.
The results of its efforts
was FallGuy. The heart of
the FallGuy system is
based on a retractor sys-
tem like the ones found
on automotive seat
belts. Those systems
allow the occupant of
the automobile to move
freely yet lock up imme-
diately in the event of a
sudden movement such
as would result in a
quick stop or collision. 

The FallGuy retrac-
tor contains 20 feet of
webbing. Designed to be
placed above the tree-
stand the retractor has a
light cord that reaches
the ground. When the
hunter approaches his
stand he simply pulls the
cord down until he can
grasp the caribineer
buckle attached to the end of the
webbing. The caribineer is then
attached to the tether on the wearer’s
full body harness. As the hunter
climbs the tree the retractor continu-

ously retracts the webbing. Once in
the stand the hunter does not need
to make any adjustments as the
retractor feeds out or takes in web-
bing in accordance with the hunters

movements. As the hunter
climbs down the retractor
feeds out webbing accord-
ingly until he is once again
on the ground and
removes the caribineer
from his full body harness
at which time the webbing
is retracted. However, if
any time while attached to
the retractor the hunter
slips and falls the retractor
immediately locks up and
virtually holds the hunter
in place not only prevent-
ing a fall but minimizing
the drop.

FallGuy is available in
three versions. The
FallGuy Original Retractor
with 3 feet of webbing is
designed for use in the
treestand with a full body
harness and while allow-
ing 3 feet of movement
protects the hunter only
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For the initial installation of the FallGuy Retractor the
retractor is attached to the tree and slid upwards as the
hunter climbs. Once the hunters’ treestand is in place the
retractor is placed slightly above stand allowing the
hunter complete freedom of movement as the retractor
automatically and quietly feed out or retracts webbing as
required yet immediately locks in the event of a sudden
movement such as a fall.

John O’Hara, Summit’s Northeast Pro Staff Coordinator demonstrates the proper sequence of
preparing to get to his favorite stand. His first step is to put on his Summit Seat-O-The-Pants full body
harness. Next he attaches his stand to the tree and before leaving the ground attaches the tether of
his harness to the rope on the tree. Finally he is ready to climb sliding the tree strap ahead of him as
he makes his ascent fully protected in the event of a fall.
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while he is in the treestand. The
FallGuy Retractor 20 allows for a full
20 feet of movement and is designed
to be used in conjunction with a full
body harness and will protect the
hunter from the time he leaves the
ground until he returns. The FallGuy
Superior 20 Safety Vest System is a
three piece system consisting of a
vest, a full body harness and a 20
foot retractor. The full body harness
installs easily into the vest. The com-
bined vest/harness then makes
putting the harness on as simple as
slipping on the vest. Used in con-
junction with the 20 foot retractor
the system again protects the hunter
from the time he leaves the ground
until he returns. 

FallGuy is a unique system that
is simple to use and provides the
maximum protection. Two of its out-
standing features are the fact that it
allows complete mobility yet pro-
vides instant protection in the event
of a fall minimizing the drop allow-
ing the hunter to instantly regain his
stability. 

“If we could simply take a page
from the department of highways
manual and make the restraint sys-
tems like FallGuy mandatory I know
we could reduce treestand related
injuries and even save lives,” Ryan
continued. “In the meantime the
dealers are the best source to get the
safety message across to the hunting
public. Sell a 20 foot FallGuy retrac-
tor with every treestand you send
out the door and you will keep your
hunters returning safe and sound.”
To learn more about FallGuy phone
(866) 477-6723 or see www.fall-
guysafety.com. 

HUNTER SAFETY SYSTEM: “At
Hunter Safety System we like to say
‘Don’t let your next hunt be your last
hunt,’” said Jerry Wydner, Vice
President of Hunter Safety System.
“Safety is in the best interest of the
hunter and that makes it in the best
interest of the dealer which is also in
the best interest of the manufactur-
er, the hunting industry and finally
the hunting tradition itself. The
dealer is the first visual contact the

consumer has and is critical in the
safety education process. We
encourage all dealers to familiarize
themselves with the great work that
the TMA is doing in the field of safe-
ty and take advantage of all the
information it offers.”    

Hunter Safety System offers a
vest with a built in full body harness.
Easy to use even in the dark the vest
makes getting “hooked up” a snap.
Saddle-style leg straps move the
stress point from the crotch to the
upper thigh muscles for a faster and
easier recovery in the event of a fall.
The unique tree tether is accordion
stitched to provide a controlled
release that slows the fall and
reduces jolt as the full length of the
tether plays out cushioning the fall.

The vests are available in Mossy
Oak and Realtree both of which are
reversible to fluorescent orange for

Circle 116 on Response Card

The Pro Series from Hunter Safety
System features exceptional ventilation
for welcome relief on warm early season
days. All of Hunter Safety System vests
feature the new and improved Saddle-
Style leg straps that move the stress
points away from the crotch and onto the
upper thigh for faster, easier recovery in
the event of a fall.

Eastman’s Gorilla treestand division
includes a full body harness with all of its
stands. However they also offer addition-
al add-on sales items for the hunter. This
#43092 Deluxe Full Body Vest Harness is
complete with a full body harness elimi-
nating the problem of tangled straps and
the sometimes confusing donning of con-
ventional full body harnesses. This vest
design comes complete with a linesman’s
belt and makes putting on the harness as
simple as putting on the vest and buck-
ling the straps. The vest is rated for up to
300 pounds.
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two-season hunting. Also available is
a mesh model for maximum ventila-
tion and comfort during the early
season. All of the aforementioned
vests have generous pockets to keep
necessary gear close at hand. A
Treestalker scaled down lightweight
version is specifically designed for
traveling light on those long treks
into the back country. A
Lil’Treestalker is also available for
the young hunter and is adjustable
for weights from 50 to 120 pounds.

The D-ring which is mounted on
the back of the vest to act as a deer
drag serves double duty as part of
Hunter Safety System’s new
“Suspension Relief Technology.”  By
redesigning the deer drag strap it
now doubles as an added safety
device. In the event of a fall the strap
can be clipped to the D-ring allowing
the hunter to place one foot in the
loop and stand up to relieve the
pressure on the legs and chest elimi-
nating circulatory and suspension
distress. 

A Hands Free Lineman’s Belt is
available and is a must for installing
hang-on style treestands. Also avail-

able is a Treestand Life Line. Simply
connect the life line at the desired
hunting height, attach the tether to
the caribineer equipped prussic knot
on the life line and the hunter is pro-
tected from the moment he leaves
the ground until he returns. For
complete information on Hunter
Safety System call (256) 773-7732 or
visit www.huntersafetysystem.com.

T-BUCK: New for 2007 is the T-
Buck ladder stand. Mike Breedlove,
President and CEO of T-Buck, said,
“It is our goal at T-Buck to keep the
hunter safe from the time he steps
off of the ground until he is back
down again. The T-Buck system is
designed to do just that and after
almost two years in development we
were excited to show it to the indus-
try at the 2007 ATA Show.”  

T-Buck uses what it calls a First
Step, Every Step Safety System.
Designed with safety and conve-
nience in mind the T-Buck is a ladder
stand that comes completely assem-
bled out of the box. The ladder sec-
tions lock together and once

installed against the tree the plat-
form is raised to the desired height
using a built in pulley system.
Operating very similar to an exten-
sion ladder and unlike other ladder
stands the platform of the T-Buck
can be stopped at any location along
the length of the ladder allowing the
hunter to take full advantage of the
available cover and shooting lanes.

When it comes to safety the T-
Buck uses what it calls a Hook and
Climb System. There are hooks on
either side of the ladder spaced at
regular intervals. The full body har-
ness supplied with the T-Buck has
the normal tether located in the cen-
ter of the back which is used when in
the stand. However in addition it
also has right and left tethers mount-
ed on the harness as well. While
standing on the ground the hunter
attaches one of the tethers to one of
the hooks on the ladder side rails
and takes a step up the ladder
attaching the other tether to the next
hook on the opposite side.
Alternating this motion as he climbs

We do it all!

Limb Cups

Cams

Wheels

Wood Grips

Limbs

Risers

Patton
Archery

MFG., INC.
, MI 49870P.O. Box 161 • Norway

(906) 563-5990 • Fax (906) 563-7344
pattonarchery@uplogon.com

Circle 183 on Response Card

The full body harness supplied by T-Buck
has three tethers built in. The convention-
al tether in the center of the back is used
when the hunter is in the stand hunting.
The two other tethers are built into the
right and left sides of the harness and are
used by the hunter while climbing or
descending the stand. Using these tethers
and the corresponding hook systems on
the ladder (shown at right)  the hunter is
protected from “ground to ground.”
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the hunter is always protected from
a fall. The procedure is simply
reversed when coming back down.

With the growing popularity of
ladder stands and increasing safety
awareness the T-Buck ladder stand
has combined the best of both
worlds and is sure to be popular
among both bow and gun hunters.

SUMMARY
Treestand safety awareness and

the related safety products can pro-
vide the dealer with some attractive
add-on sales opportunities as well as
provide a terrific service for the cus-
tomer. However it would be foolish
to not be aware of the liability associ-
ated with treestands and associated
safety products. Therefore it is
important for the dealer to remem-
ber that although the manufacturer
is responsible for the product the
dealer needs to reduce their liability
risk by taking some simple steps.

Always advise the customer to
wear a full body harness and remain
connected to the tree when using a

treestand or ladder stand, to read
and observe the manufacturers
instructions and watch the enclosed
Safe Treestand Hunting Strategies

DVD now packaged with treestands
and harnesses that are in compli-
ance with TMA standards. If the cus-
tomer does not understand the
instruction he should be advised to
contact the manufacturer directly
for clarification before using the
product. It is also advisable to pro-
vide the customer with a copy of
TMA Treestand Safety Guidelines for
his reference. These guidelines can
be printed from the TMA’s website at
www.tmastands.com.

This feature is intended to pro-
vide some guidelines for considera-
tion when selling treestands.
ArrowTrade and the author are not
legal authorities and it is strongly
suggested that any dealer with ques-
tions as to their personal liability in
regard to treestand sales contact
their insurance agent and legal
counsel for guidance.

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a busi-
ness consultant with experience in
corporations large and small. He can
be reached at 126 Hickory Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.
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Summit’s FastBack Deluxe Safety
Harness features a full body harness that
incorporates a molded shell keeping the
straps on the harness separate allowing
quick and easy installation. All adjust-
ments can be made easily and all straps
are designed for quick and positive con-
nection even in the dark.
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ALWAYS wear a Fall-Arrest System
(FAS)/Full Body Harness meeting TMA
Standards even during ascent and
descent. Be aware that single strap belts
and chest harnesses are no longer the
preferred Fall-Arrest devices and should
not be used. Failure to use a FAS could
result in serious injury or death.

ALWAYS read and understand the
manufacturer’s WARNINGS & INSTRUC-
TIONS before using the treestand each
season. Practice with the treestand at
ground level prior to using at elevated
positions. Maintain the WARNINGS &
INSTRUCTIONS for later review as need-
ed, for instructions on usage to anyone
borrowing your stand, or to pass on
when selling the treestand. Use all safe-
ty devices provided with your treestand.
Never exceed the weight limit specified
by the manufacturer. If you have any
questions after reviewing the WARN-
INGS & INSTRUCTIONS, please contact
the manufacturer.

ALWAYS inspect the treestand and
the Fall-Arrest System for signs of wear
or damage before each use. Contact the
manufacturer for replacement parts.
Destroy all products that cannot be

repaired by the manufacturer and/or
exceed recommended expiration date,
or if the manufacturer no longer exists.
The FAS should be discarded and
replaced after a fall has occurred.

ALWAYS practice in your Full Body
Harness in the presence of a responsible
adult, learning what it feels like to hang
suspended in it at ground level.

ALWAYS attach your Full Body
Harness in the manner and method
described by the manufacturer. Failure
to do so may result in suspension with-
out the ability to recover into your tree-
stand. Be aware of the hazards associat-
ed with Full Body Harnesses and the
fact that prolonged suspension in a har-
ness may be fatal. Have in place a plan
for rescue, including the use of cell
phones or signal devices that may be
easily reached and used while suspend-
ed. If rescue personnel cannot be noti-

fied, you must have
a plan for recovery
and escape. If you
have to hang sus-
pended for a period
of time before help
arrives, exercise
your legs by push-
ing against the tree
or doing any other
form of continuous
motion. Failure to
recover in a timely
manner could result
in serious injury or
death. If you do not
have the ability to
r e c o v e r / e s c a p e ,
hunt from the
ground.

ALWAYS hunt
with a plan and if
possible a buddy.
Before you leave
home, let others
know your exact
hunting location,

when you plan to return and who is
with you.

ALWAYS carry emergency signal
devices such as a cell phone, walkie-
talkie, whistle, signal flare, PLD (personal
locator device) and flashlight on your
person at all times and within reach
even while you are suspended in your
FAS. Watch for changing weather condi-
tions. In the event of an accident, remain
calm and seek help immediately.

ALWAYS select the proper tree for
use with your treestand. Select a live
straight tree that fits within the size lim-
its recommended in your treestand’s
instructions. Do not climb or place a
treestand against a leaning tree. Never
leave a treestand installed for more than
two weeks since damage could result
from changing weather conditions
and/or from other factors not obvious
with a visual inspection.

ALWAYS use a haul line to pull up
your gear and unloaded firearm or bow
to your treestand once you have
reached your desired hunting height.
Never climb with anything in your
hands or on your back. Prior to descend-
ing, lower your equipment on the oppo-
site side of the tree.

ALWAYS know your physical limita-
tions. Don’t take chances. If you start
thinking about how high you are, don’t
go any higher.

NEVER use homemade or perma-
nently elevated stands or make modifi-
cations to a purchased treestand with-
out the manufacturer’s written permis-
sion. Only purchase and use treestands
and Fall-Arrest Systems meeting or
exceeding TMA standards. For a detailed
list of certified products, contact the
TMA office or refer to the TMA web site
at http://www.tmastands.com or phone
(601) 584-7983.

NEVER hurry!! While climbing with a
treestand, make slow, even movements
of no more than ten to twelve inches at
a time. Make sure you have proper con-
tact with the tree and/or treestand
every time you move. On ladder-type
treestands, maintain three points of
contact with each step.

TMA
Treestand Safety

Guidelines

Products that state they meet The Treestand Manufacturers
Association, (TMA), standards are all tested by an independent
testing laboratory. At left a full body harness is being tested by
dropping a weighted dummy a prescribed distance. Below, a
stand is being tested to make sure it can safely carry the adver-
tised weight without bending or breaking.
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